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INTRODUCTION
In the hope of realizing
superfluidity
of liquid hydrogen in the
restricted geometry of the Vycor pore,
the spin-lattice relaxation time (Tj)
and spin-spin relaxation time (T2) of *H
have been investigated with the 40~50
MHz pulsed nuclear magnetic resonance
technique. Measurements were made in
the temperature range from 4 to 15 K for
a wide variety of H 2 loads in the pore.
The Vycor glass specimen employed has a
demension of 1.7 mm thick, 12.3 mm
diameter, and 50 A diameter pore, so
that 2.3 m mole of H 2 makes the full
pore.
MEASUREMENTS
The Tj measurements were made by
applying the rr/2 pulse sequences with
the repetition time r in the range of 5
ms to 5 s using the following equation :
M(T) = M o [ 1 - expi-T/Tj],
where M denotes the magnetization. The
T 2 was measured with the free induction
decay of the NMR signal produced by the
TT/2 pulse.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Two components spin-lattice relaxation is observed at a various amount of
H 2 in the pore, like a recent report(l),
instead of the well-established
one
component for the bulk H2. Two compof

nents of Tj, the faster component TJ and
the slower one TJ, are significantly
dependent on the temperature and the
amount of H 2 in the pore.
From the
measurements with 4 different hydrogen
amounts such as the full pore, 1/3 of the
full pore, l/6th of it, and l/12th, T* is
found to be in the range of 5x10"s ~
1x10"l s, whereas T* is approximately one
order of magnitude longer. Moreover, the
variation of amplitudes enables us to
propose that TJ is related
with
a
relaxation of the H-H interation, whereas
T*
is
originated
with
the H-wall
interaction.
When the pore is full, T 2 is decreased
first and stayed nearly constant as the
temperature is lowered. It is proposed
that the hydrogen in the pore is possibly
in the solid phase for the temperature T
<8 ± 1 K. When the amount of hydrogen in
the pore is reduced to 1/3 of the full
pore or less, T 2 is
found
to
be
independent of temperature but depending
on the amount of hydrogen.
It
is
observed that T 2 is roughly inversely
proportional to the square root' of the
hydrogen amount, implying that' T 2 is
inversely proportional to the
intermolecular distance.
Details of the experimental results
will be published elsewhere.
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